ABSTRACT Aim: The Safe Passage Study, conducted by the Prenatal Alcohol in SIDS and Stillbirth Network, is investigating contributions of prenatal alcohol exposure to foetal and infant demise. This current report presents physiological data from full-term infants with no prenatal exposure to alcohol or maternal smoking.
INTRODUCTION
Sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) remains the most common cause of death in infants from one month to one year of age (1) . Despite intensive research, the causes for SIDS remain unknown. However, there is mounting evidence of anatomical and biochemical alterations in SIDS victims in brainstem regions that are involved in autonomic nervous regulation, particularly as related to serotonergic circuits (2) . Another consistent finding related to SIDS is the strong age dependency with nearly all deaths occurring before six months of age (1) . Many studies have investigated infant cardiorespiratory measures during sleep and at ages associated with increased risk for SIDS (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . However, there is as yet no consensus as to what physiological variables and test conditions are most likely to reveal state-dependent vulnerabilities that might account for and predict SIDS.
The Safe Passage Study from the Prenatal Alcohol in SIDS and Stillbirth Network successfully applied a standard physiological protocol in a large population of infants from the United States and South Africa. Healthy infants with low prenatal adverse exposures show significant developmental changes in cardiorespiratory function from birth to one month of age including diminished heart rate responses to head up tilt and low resting diastolic blood pressure. At one month of age, infants may have more difficulty responding to conditions that decrease blood and/or increase heart rate.
The Prenatal Alcohol in SIDS and Stillbirth (PASS)
Network was formed to investigate prenatal alcohol exposure and risk for (SIDS), stillbirth and foetal alcohol spectrum disorders (FASD). The PASS network's Safe Passage Study recruited nearly 12 000 subjects from sites in North and South Dakota and in Cape Town, South Africa. The Safe Passage Study assessed participants from pregnancy through one year of age to test the primary hypotheses that prenatal alcohol exposure increases risk for SIDS, stillbirth and foetal alcohol spectrum disorders (12) .
Secondary hypotheses of the Safe Passage Study were to investigate effects of prenatal exposures on central and autonomic nervous system function in the foetus and infant prior to development of adverse outcomes. The potential impact of this study is to better define mechanisms that underlie vulnerability to stillbirth, SIDS and FASD. Information gained is expected to provide early markers of abnormal nervous system development and thus identify foetuses and infants at greatest need for increased surveillance and early interventions.
The Safe Passage Study implemented protocols that were uniformly conducted at all test sites. These included assessments of infant heart rate (HR), breathing frequency (f), heart rate variability (HRV) and blood pressure (BP) within the first four days of life and again at one-month postnatal age. Assessments were made while infants were asleep during a baseline period and following three 45 o head-up tilts. Here we report cardiorespiratory findings for infants unexposed prenatally to maternal smoking, alcohol or drugs of abuse. The aims of this study were to: (i) present details of the physiological assessment protocols used in the PASS Network Safe Passage Study; (ii) establish for fullterm infants with no prenatal exposure to alcohol, smoking or drugs of abuse, normative values and ranges for physiological parameters; (iii) replicate and extend prior working showing increases in HR, decreases in HRV and diminished HR responses to head-up tilting as infants enter the period of increased risk for SIDS; and (iv) present new sleep state and age-related findings for this subset of unexposed infants. The methods and normative data here provide the baseline for subsequent analyses focused on the effects of a wide range of adverse prenatal exposures in the entire Safe Passage cohort.
METHODS

Subjects
Institutional Review Board approvals for the Safe Passage Study were obtained from sponsoring organisations at the participating clinical sites in the Northern Plains (North and South Dakota) and South Africa, as well as for the Data Coordinating Center and the Physiologic Assessment Center. Infants were singletons born 37-41 weeks postmenstrual age (PMA) with birthweights >=2500 g. No infants required resucitation at birth or admission to the neonatal intensive care unit. Prenatal alcohol exposure information was obtained using a modification of the Timeline Follow-back (TLFB) interview (13) . Mothers of these infants reported no alcohol consumption, no smoking and no drugs of abuse during pregnancy. No evidence of diabetes, hypertension or pre-eclampsia during pregnancy was found in the medical records of these mothers. As of January 2016, 666 infants met these criteria. Enrolment of these subjects occurred at prenatal clinics affiliated with each clinical site between six weeks gestation up to, but not including, the time of delivery (12) . The racial distribution of the 666 infants was 69.2% mixed ancestry from South African, and 18.6% white, 11.0% American Indian and 1.5% unspecified from the North and South Dakota sites. Females comprised 53.4% of the 666 infants. A majority of the infants (83.3%) were delivered vaginally with an average GA and BW at delivery of 39.7 weeks and 3376 g, respectively. All infants had five-minute Apgar scores of 7 or greater. At the time of the one-month assessments, 54% of the infants were fed with breast milk, 12% formula and 34% a combination of breast milk and formula.
Data acquisition
Physiological assessments were completed between 9 am and 4 pm. ECG and respiration were acquired using custom hardware and software systems. After feeding (~30 minutes), ECG leads were placed on the infants (left abdominal, left and right scapula). A respiratory inductance belt (Ambulatory Monitoring Inc.) was placed around the infant's chest. ECG and respiration signals were acquired at 500, and 20 samples per second, respectively. A BP cuff (width = 3-5 cm) was placed around the infant's leg below the left knee. The distance from the middle of the cuff to the level of the heart was measured to allow for computation of hydrostatic pressure, while infants were in the 45 o head-up position (0.8 mmHg/cm). BP was measured using a clinical monitor (CASMED 740 Vital Signs Monitor). Infants were placed prone in a custom bassinet that enabled rapid (~5 seconds) tilting to the 45 o head-up position. A video camera filmed the infant's face during the protocol.
Assessment protocol Newborn infants were tested 12-96 hours after delivery. In the North and South Dakota sites, tests occurred before discharge from the hospital. In Cape Town, infants were discharged <24 hours after delivery. Therefore, at this site, infants returned to testing facilities at either Tygerberg or Karl Bremer Hospital 48-96 hours after birth for newborn assessments. Infants were assessed again at one-month (28 AE 7 days) corrected age. Three factors contributed to the decision to collect data at one month rather than at multiple time points or at an older age within the window of maximum risk for SIDS. First, multiple assessment time points after the neonatal period were not feasible due to budgetary limitations. Second, as babies age, they are less likely to sleep during acquisition at the follow-up visit. Thus, the one-month time point was thought to produce less data loss than at older ages. Third, a major goal of the SPS study was to obtain as much data as possible, physiological and other wise, prior to demise from SIDS. Postponing the age of assessment until two, three or four months increased the risk of not obtaining prospective physiological data.
A standardised protocol was used at both ages in which ECG, respiration and BP were recorded during a 10-minutes baseline period and in response to three rapid (~3-5 seconds) 45 0 head-up tilts, while the infant was in the prone position. The prone position was chosen as it is a long recognised SIDS risk sleeping position (14) that may accentuate the physiological challenge associated with tilting. A clinometer was attached to the basinet to measure the baby's tilt position. Figure 1 depicts the protocol time course. In this figure, blocks of different sizes represent analysis epochs of various sizes, 15-90 seconds (see caption for Fig. 1 ). The figure depicts a 30-second block just prior to each tilt; this was the baseline period for each tilt. After reaching the head-up position, a 15-seconds epoch was assessed for the maximum minus minimum HR to reflect the immediate biphasic response to head-up tilting (10, 15) . Following this period, there were three 30-seconds periods, the average HR during the last two of these was taken as the sustained response to tilt, which, in newborns, is higher than during the baseline period (16) . Finally, prior to returning to the flat position, a BP was taken.
Data upload
Physiological signal, behavioural and video files were uploaded to the data centre in Boston. These files were then sent to a server at the Physiology Assessment Center at the Columbia University Medical Center in New York City.
Quality assurance
Oversight of data acquisition was accomplished through protocols implemented by the Clinical Sites and by site visits (2-3 visits per year) during which equipment was inspected and test sessions were observed. These visits were supplemented by remote viewing of assessments and monthly calls with the site research staff. Although data were collected for research purposes, the protocol allowed research staff to refer infants based on findings of clinical significance: unexplained cyanosis, pallor or tone change, respiratory distress and bradycardia.
Prior to processing, signals were displayed to ascertain study duration, data range, occurrence of artefact and overall quality. This initial visual screening was also used to verify that the acquisition systems were performing as expected and adherence to the study protocol.
Data processing
Processing of physiological signals involved several steps. First, electrical line noise was filtered. Next, the ECG was subjected to automated peak detection algorithms and respiratory tracings were marked using a published algorithm (17) . Raw ECG and respiratory waveforms along with their superimposed peak marks were displayed, and marks were manually corrected when necessary. Quality of the ECG was generally excellent and took a few minutes per file to mark and visually check. Marking of breaths was more time-consuming due to movement artefact, requiring up to 20 minutes for each file. Research assistants were trained on these marking procedures until they achieved 80% concordance on training records. Signals from the clinometer were also marked to denote start and stop times for the head-up tilt sequences.
Sleep state coding
Cardiorespiratory variables differ as a function of sleep state (5, 18, 19) . Accordingly, prior to analyses of physiological data, an algorithm for coding active or quiet sleep states (AS and QS) based on breathing rate variability was implemented. Details of the state coding method and its validation were recently published (20) . Breathing variability was chosen for this coding because variability in breath-tobreath intervals is the best single physiological measure of these states during the first 6 months of life (21) . This coding, particularly the distinction between AS or awake, was supplemented by research assistant key pad entries of time-locked behavioural codes indicating when infants were seen to be awake, crying or fussy.
Derived variables (Baseline)
Mean and median values for physiological variables were computed for each of ten one-minutes epochs prior to two Figure 1 Schematic of cardiorespiratory assessments. Small blocks above the segments of the protocol (e.g. Baseline-1, Tilt-1) are epochs used for the current analyses. Epoch sizes (small blocks) varied in durations. Baseline one epochs, epochs during which blood pressure was measured, and all but the first epoch comprising the posttilt period are 60 seconds in duration. The epoch preceding the first head-up tilt was 90 seconds. The epochs immediately after head-up or tilts back to flat were 15 seconds in duration. All other epochs were 30 seconds in duration.
baseline BP measurements and initiation of the sequence of three head-up tilts (see Fig. 1 ). For each minute, mean and median R-wave to R-wave intervals (RRi) were computed, and from the median RRi, mean heart rate (HR) was computed. Also computed were standard deviations of RRis (SD-RRi), the square root of the mean of the squared successive differences in RRis (rMSSD) and, from spectral analyses, high-frequency (0.5-1.5 Hz, i.e. f range for infants) variability in RRi (HF-RRi). HF-RRi and rMSSD were taken as indirect indices of parasympathetic modulation of HR (22, 23) . RRi spectra were calculated for each minute using an interval method for computing Fourier transforms (24) . Prior to computing these spectra, the mean of the RRi series was subtracted from each value in the series and the residual series was filtered using a Hanning window (25) . Estimates of spectral power were adjusted to account for power attenuation produced by the Hanning filter (25) . Also computed were mean and median breath-tobreath intervals, and from these, breathing rates as well as standard deviations of breath-to-breath intervals (SD-BBi). For each heart and respiratory measure, median values across epochs within each sleep state were the final baseline estimates. At the end of the baseline period, two BP measures were taken over a course of about 2 minutes. All summary variables were computed separately for AS and QS epochs.
Derived variables (Head-up tilt)
For each of the cardiorespiratory variables described above, changes in response to head-up tilting were computed. For HR and breathing rate change scores, median values during the 30-seconds period immediately before each tilt were subtracted from median values during the last minute in the head-up position (~45 seconds after reaching the head-up position). After returning to the flat position, 165 seconds elapsed before the next head-up tilt, a time determined to be sufficient for all variables to return, on average, to baseline. Medians over the three tilts are reported. For HR, acute responses to tilts were also computed as maximum HRminimum HR during the first 15 seconds in the head-up position. The median maximum-minimum HR over the three tilts is reported. The pretilt values for systolic and diastolic BP were obtained~90 seconds before tilts and the head-up BP values were taken just before returning to the horizontal position. Median changes in BP over the three tilts are reported. The three tilts occurred according to predefined protocol times (Fig. 1) . Sleep state for each tilt was defined as the state the infant was in during the 30-second baseline preceding each tilt.
Data cleaning
Multiple steps excluded data contaminated by artefact. Such values occur during periods of noisy ECG, which are difficult to mark and are generally associated with excessive infant movements. R-wave marking during such segments can produce RR intervals which are not within a normal physiological range. For RRi analyses, values less than 0.3 seconds (200 bpm) or greater than 0.75 seconds (80 bpm) were excluded from further computations. Beatto-beat changes in RRi greater than 60 msec (i.e.~20 bpm when HR=140) bpm) were excluded. Breath-to-breath intervals less than 0.5 seconds (120 breaths/minute) or greater than 2.0 seconds (30 breaths/minute) were excluded. Systolic and diastolic BPs were excluded when the pulse rate derived from the BP monitor differed by more than 10 bpm from the closest preceding ECG-derived HR. Following these procedures, an evaluation for statistical outliers was performed (see Results).
Statistical analyses
Not all subjects provided data in both sleeps states and/or at both ages in each state. Accordingly, to determine effects of age and/or sleep states, mixed models regression analyses (MMRA) were performed with age (or state) as categorical fixed effects and random intercepts for individual participants to account for dependence of repeated measures. For each MMRA, the total number of individual subjects and the number of subjects for which there were repeated measures, that is babies with data in both sleep states or at both ages, are reported.
RESULTS
Data capture
Six hundred and sixty-six infants met criteria for inclusion; 463 from South Africa, 203 from the North and South Dakota sites. Physiological assessments were attempted for 456 infants at the newborn period (12-96 hours of age) and 482 infants at one month (28 AE 7 days); 510 subjects had assessments at either the newborn or one-month period, and 227 at both ages.
In total, 955 files were processed. Baseline data for 68 infants were excluded because babies were on the mothers' laps or were being fed during the baseline period. Of 887 baseline studies, 32 (3.6%) had no usable data (3.3% at the newborn and 3.9% at the one-month time points).
Outlier data
For each variable, statistical outliers were identified (>1.5 9 interquartile range above the 75th percentile or <1.5 9 interquartile range below the 25th percentile). For purposes of establishing normative values for the Safe Passage Study, these outliers were removed from the data set. However, in future analyses, using cut-off values derived in this current report, outliers will be quantified as potential markers of outcomes or exposures. Table 1 presents summaries for newborn HR, SD-RRi, rMSSD, HF-RRi, f, SD-BBi, and systolic and diastolic BP during the 10-minutes baseline period prior to initiation of head-up tilts. Results are presented for active sleep (AS) and quiet sleep (QS). Shown are the original number of subjects prior to removal of outliers: low and high cut-off values for defining statistical outliers, number of subjects after removing outliers, percentage of outlier data and, means, SDs, and 5th and 95th percentiles for the cleaned data. Table 2 shows results from studies at one month of age. Tables 3 and 4 show summaries for changes in response to head-up tilts at the newborn and one-month time points.
Effects of age and sleep state; baseline data Figure 2 shows means (AESE) for HR, breathing rate and BP during the 10-minutes baseline prior to initiation of head-up tilts for newborn and one-month assessments. Means were computed after removal of outliers. For HR ( Fig. 2A) in QS, there were 187 measurements (174 infants, 13 at both ages). The MMRA indicated a significant effect of age (p < 0.001) with QS HR estimated to be 19.1 bpm higher at one month.
For HR in AS, there were 657 measurements (474 infants, 183 at both ages), and HR in AS was 21.0 bpm higher at one month (p < 0.001). In newborns, HR was~3.5 bpm higher in AS than in QS (p < 0.001; 435 observations (386 subjects, 49 with both sleep states). At 1 month, HR was~3.4 bpm higher in AS than in QS (p < 0.001; 409 observations, 351 subjects, 58 with both states). There were no significant differences in HR between sites by either sleep state or age.
For breathing rate (Fig. 2B) in QS, there were 185 measurements (172 infants, 13 at both ages). There was no significant effect of age. For breathing rate in AS, there Outlier cut-offs were set at 1.5 9 IQR above the 75th or below the 25th percentile. The 5th and 95th percentiles were determined after removing outliers. Outlier cut-offs were set at 1.5 9 IQR above the 75th or below the 25th percentile. The 5th and 95th percentiles were determined after removing outliers.
were 659 measurements (475 infants, 184 at both ages). Breathing rate in AS was~1.5 breaths/minute higher at one month (p < 0.03). During the newborn period, BR was~9.2 breaths/minute higher in AS than in QS (p < 0.001; 433 observations, 385 subjects, 48 with both states). At one month, breathing rate was~8.4 breaths/minute higher in AS than in QS (p < 0.001; 411 observations = 411, 354 subjects, 57 with both states). Two baseline BP measurements were made but the first often aroused infants; thus, only the second was used for analyses. For QS systolic BP (Fig. 2C) , there were 93 measurements (89 infants, 4 at both ages). There was a significant effect of age (p < 0.03) with QS systolic BP estimated to be 3.5 mmHg lower at one month. For systolic BP in AS, there was no significant difference between ages (305 measurements, 267 infants, 37 at both ages). For QS diastolic BP (Fig. 2D) , there were 94 measurements (90 infants, 4 at both ages). There was a significant effect of age (p < 0.001) with QS diastolic BP~8.0 mmHg lower at one month. For AS diastolic BP, there were 310 measurements (272 infants, 38 at both ages). Diastolic BP in AS was 5.2 mmHg lower at one month (p < 0.001). Outlier thresholds (1.5 9 IQR above the 75th or below the 25th percentile). AS and QS data were obtained in Active and Quiet Sleep epochs as defined by high or low variation in respiratory rate. D indicates the median change over 3 possible 45 o head-up tilts from the 30-second period immediately before the tilt to a 60-second period 50 seconds after achieving the head-up position (i.e. sustained change). D acute HR is the difference between the maximum and minimum HRs recorded during the first 15 seconds after achieving the head-up position. For BP measures, the baseline period immediately preceded the baseline for HR and RSP measures and the head-up tilt measures were taken immediately after the sustained HR and RSP values. Outlier thresholds (1.5 9 IQR above the 75th or below the 25th percentile). AS and QS data were obtained in Active and Quiet Sleep epochs as defined by high or low variation in respiratory rate. D indicates the median change over 3 possible 45 o head-up tilts from the 30-seconds period immediately before the tilt to a 60-seconds period 50 seconds after achieving the head-up position (i.e. sustained change). D acute HR is the difference between the maximum and minimum HRs recorded during the first 15 seconds after achieving the head-up position. For BP measures, the baseline period immediately preceded the baseline for HR and RSP measures and the head-up tilt measures were taken immediately after the sustained HR and RSP values.
Because there was only one BP measurement at baseline, a given subject could not have results from both sleep states. Therefore, t-tests were used to assess state differences in BP. In newborns, there was no significant difference in systolic BP between QS and AS. At one month, systolic BP was 6.7 mmHg higher in AS than in QS (p < 0.001). Diastolic BP in newborns was~3.5 mmHg higher in AS than in QS (p < 0.02). At one month, diastolic BP was~5.8 mmHg higher in AS than in QS (p < 0.001).
For QS global HR variability (SD-RRi, Fig. 3A ), there were 191 measurements (179 infants, 12 at both ages). There was a significant effect of age (p < 0.001) with QS SD-RRi~0.005 seconds lower at one month than in newborns. For AS SD-RRi, there were 663 measurements (477 infants, 186 at both ages) and SD-RRi was~0.005 seconds lower at one month (p < 0.001). For newborns, SDRRi was~0.006 seconds higher in AS than in QS (p < 0.001; 435 observations, 385 subjects, 50 with both states). At one month, SD-RRi was~0.006 seconds higher in AS than in QS (p < 0.001; 419 observations, 359 subjects, 60 with both sleep states).
For QS breathing rate variability (SD-BBi, Fig. 3B ), there were 180 measurements (168 infants, 12 at both ages). There was a significant effect of age (p < 0.002) with QS SD-BBi~0.020 seconds lower at one month. In AS, there were 631 measurements (461 infants, 170 at both ages) and SD-BBi in AS was~0.030 seconds lower at one month (p < 0.001). In newborns, SD-BBi was~0.119 seconds higher in AS than in QS (p < 0.001; 425 observations, 381 subjects, 44 with both states). At one month, SD-BBi was~0.109 seconds higher in AS than in QS (p < 0.001; 486 observations, 335 subjects, 51 with both states).
For the time domain measure of beat-to-beat HRV (rMSSD, Fig. 3C ) in QS, there were 193 measurements (180 infants, 13 at both ages). There was a significant effect of age (p < 0.001) with QS rMSSD~0.121 (log 10 msec) lower at one month. In AS, there were 669 measurements (478 infants, 191 at both ages) and rMSSD in AS was 0.139 (log 10 msec) lower at one month (p < 0.001). There was no significant effect of sleep state on rMSSD during the newborn period (443 observations, 392, subjects, 51 with both states) or at one month (419 observations, 361 subjects = 361, 58 with both states).
For the spectral measure of high-frequency variability in HR (HF-RRi, Fig. 3D ) in QS, there were 191 measurements (178 infants, 13 at both ages). There was a significant effect of age (p < 0.002) with QS HF-RRi~0.173 (log 10 msec
2 ) lower at one month. In AS, there were 670 measurements (479 infants, 191 at both ages) and HF-RRi in AS was 0.194 (log 10 msec 2 ) lower at one month (p < 0.001). There was no significant effect of sleep state on HF-RRi either in newborns (450 observations, 398 subjects, 52 with both Figure 2 MeansAESE for Active Sleep (AS) and Quiet Sleep (QS) heart rate (HR) (A), breathing rate (B), systolic BP (C) and diastolic BP (D) during the 10-minutes baseline prior to head-up tilts for newborns and at one month. Values were computed after removal of statistical outliers. Results from mixed models regression indicated the following significant effects: A) in both QS and AS HR is higher at one month (p < 0.001), in newborns and at one-month HR is higher in AS than in QS (p < 0.001); B) there is no significant effect of age for breathing rate in QS, in AS breathing rate is higher at one month than in newborns (p < 0.03), at both ages breathing rate is higher in AS than in QS (p < 0.001); C) in QS systolic BP is lower at one month (p < 0.03); D) diastolic BP is lower at one month in both sleep states (p < 0.001).
states) or at one -month (411 observations, 354 subjects, 57 with both sleep states).
Effects of age and sleep state; head-up tilt data There were significant increases in HR with head-up tilt in both sleep states in the newborn period and at one month (within-subjects t-tests of change scores, p < 0.001; Figs 4 and 5). However, at 1 month, in QS, there were no significant HR changes with head-up tilt (Fig. 4A) . In QS, there were 263 measurements (226 infants, 37 at both ages). There was a significant effect of age (p < 0.001) with change in HR~2.2 bpm greater in newborns. For change in HR following tilt in AS, there were 557 measurements (420 infants, 137 at both ages) and change in HR in AS was 0.8 bpm greater in newborns (p < 0.02). There was no significant effect of state in change in HR either for newborns (415 observations, 341 subjects, 74 with both states) or at 1 month (405 observations, 314 subjects, 91 with both sleep states).
There were significant decreases in breathing rate ( Fig. 4B) with head-up tilt in both sleep states at both ages (within-subjects t-tests of change scores, p < 0.001). For QS breathing rate following head-up tilt, there were 245 measurements (211, 34 at both ages). There was no significant effect of age. In AS, there were 570 measurements (432 infants, 138 at both ages) with no significant effect of age. In newborns, the decrease in breathing rate was~1.4 breaths per minute greater in AS than in QS (p < 0.03; 405 observations 342 subjects, 63 with both states). At one month, there was no significant effect of sleep state in breathing rate (410 observations, 318 subjects, 92 with both states).
As shown in Figures 4C and 4D , there were significant decreases in both systolic and diastolic BP with head-up tilts in both sleep states at both ages (within-subjects t-tests of change scores, p < 0.001). For systolic BP (Fig. 4C) following tilt in QS, there were 162 measurements (143 infants, 19 at both ages) with no significant effect of age. In AS, there were 330 measurements (284 infants, 46 at both ages) with no significant effect of age.
For QS diastolic BP following tilt (Fig. 4D ), there were 164 measurements (147 infants, 17 at both ages) with a nearly significant effect of age (p < 0.07); decreases in BP at one month were slightly greater (~1.3 mmHg) than in newborns. In AS, there were 330 measurements (285 infants, 45 at both ages). The decreases in BP at one month Figure 3 MeansAESE for Active Sleep (AS) and Quiet Sleep (QS) standard deviation of r-wave to r-wave intervals (SD-RRi) (A), standard deviation of breath-to-breath intervals (SD-BBi) (B), root mean square of successive differences in RRi, a time domain measure beat-to-beat variability in heart rate [rMSSD of RRi (log 10 )] (C), and a spectral measure of high-frequency variability in RRi [HF-RRi variability (log 10 )] (D) during the 10-minutes baseline prior to head-up tilts for newborns and at one month. Values were computed after removal of statistical outliers. Results from mixed models regression indicated the following significant effects: A) in both QS and AS SD-RRi is lower at one month (p < 0.001), in newborns and at one-month SD-RRi is higher in AS than in QS (p < 0.001); B) for breathing rate variability, there was a significant decrease with age in QS and AS (p < 0.002, p < 0.001), and SD-BBi was significantly higher in AS than QS at both ages (p < 0.001); C) the time domain measure of beat-to-beat HRV (rMSSD) was significantly lower at one month for both sleep states (p < 0.001), and there were no significant effects of sleep state at either age; D) the spectral measure of high-frequency variability in HR (HF-RRi) was significantly lower at one month in both QS (p < 0.002) and AS (p < 0.001), and there were no significant effects of sleep state on HF-RRi at either age.
were significantly greater (~1.3 mmHg, p < 0.04) than in newborns.
In newborns and at one month, there were 492 measurements of change in systolic BP from 329 infants, 163 in both sleep states. The decreases in systolic BP were~1
.3 mmHg greater in AS at both ages (p < 0.05). There were no significant effects of sleep state at either age with regard to changes in diastolic BP following tilt.
In newborns, the rMSSD measure of beat-to-beat variability showed significant decreases following head-up tilts Figure 4 MeansAESE changes from baseline following 45 o head-up tilts for Active Sleep (AS) and Quiet Sleep (QS) heart rate (HR) (A), breathing rate (B), systolic BP (C) and diastolic BP (D) for newborns and at one month. Values were computed after removal of statistical outliers. ***indicates changes following tilts were significant at the p < 0.001 level, ns indicates the change was not significant. Results from mixed models regression indicated the following additional significant effects: A) changes in HR with tilt were greater in newborns than at one month for QS (p < 0.001) and AS (p < 0.02); B) there were no significant effects of age on changes in breathing rate, the decrease in breathing rate with head-up tilting in newborns was greater in AS than in QS (p < 0.03), at one month there was no significant effect of sleep state; C) there were no significant effects of age for changes in systolic BP in either sleep state; D) changes in diastolic BP in AS were greater at one month than in newborns (p < 0.04). o head-up tilts during AS and QS in the root mean square of successive differences in RRi (rMSSD) A), and maximum-minimum heart rate B) for newborns and at one month. Values were computed after removal of statistical outliers. *, ** and *** indicate changes were significant at p < 0.05, p < 0.01, and p < 0.001 levels, respectively, and ns indicates the change was not significant. Results from mixed models regression indicated the following significant effects: A) there was a significant difference in the change in rMSSD between newborn and one month of age (p < 0.001), and in newborns, the decrease in rMSSD was greater in QS than in AS (p < 0.002), at one month, there was a significant difference in the change in rMSSD between AS and QS (p < 0.003); B) maximum-minimum HR following tilt showed no significant effect of age during QS, but in AS this HR response was greater at one month than in newborns (p < 0.002), this measure of HR response to head-up tilting did not differ by state in the newborn period but was greater in AS at one month of age (p < 0.002).
in both QS and AS (Fig. 5A , within-subjects t-tests of change scores, p < 0.001, p < 0.01, respectively). At one month, rMSSD increased significantly in QS (withinsubjects t-tests of change scores, p < 0.05) and showed no significant change in AS. For rMSSD following tilt in QS, there were 265 measurements (227 infants, 38 at both ages). There was a significant difference in the change in rMSSD between newborn and one month of age of~1.6 msec (p < 0.001). In AS, there were 552 measurements (415 infants, 137 at both ages) and there was no significant effect of age. In newborns the decrease in rMSSD was (~0.8 msec) greater in QS than in AS (p < 0.002; 390 observations, 329 subjects = 329, 61 with both sleep states). At one month, there was a significant (~0.6 msec) difference in the change in rMSSD between AS and QS (p < 0.003, 427 observations, 325 subjects, 102 with both sleep states). As noted above, rMSSD increased significantly in QS at one month with no change in AS.
A pattern of acute increases in HR followed by decreases is typical of normal infants (10, 15) and, in adults, is mediated by vagal withdrawal and activation (26) . These acute, biphasic responses to tilt have been measured by others as changes occurring over a certain number of heart beats following the tilt (15) . However, given that HR changes with age, we opted to assess these changes within a given time frame (i.e. 15 seconds). These acute responses to tilt are, by definition always positive, that is maximumminimum HF (Fig. 5B ). This measure of dynamic range of HR response to tilt showed no significant effect of age during QS (271 observations = 271, 230 subjects, 41 at both ages = 41). In AS, this HR response was~1.9 bpm greater at one month versus newborn (p < 0.002, 609 observations, 445 subjects, 164 at both ages). This measure of HR tilt response did not differ by state in the newborn period (443 observations, 367 subjects = 367, 73 with both sleep states), but was~2.4 bpm greater in AS at one month of age (p < 0.002, 437 observations, 334 subjects, 103 with both sleep states). Unfortunately, it was not possible to study infants in both the prone and supine sleep positions in comparison with their normal sleep position. However, at the onemonth visit, mothers were asked in what position their infants were placed (prone, side, supine) on the previous night. Of the 477 who answered this question, 117 said "prone" (24.5%), 200 (41.9%) said "side", and 160 (33.5%) said "supine". We tested whether usual sleep position affected the 28 physiological variables (8 during baseline 9 2 states + 6 following tilt 9 2 sleep states) measured at one month. Only two variables were found to be significantly related to the prior night's sleep position. First, baseline diastolic blood pressure during active sleep was lowest in infants who, the night before, slept in the supine position (prone = 44.8, side = 47.0, supine = 43.7; group effect, p < 0.05). That is, infants who changed sleep position from low risk to high risk had the lowest BPs. Second, the decrease in systolic blood pressure following head-up tilting during quiet sleep, while prone was greatest in babies who had slept in the prone position the night before (prone = À6.1, side = À3.8, supine = À0.3; group effect, p < 0.05).
DISCUSSION
A major goal of the Safe Passage Study was to obtain physiological data on as many of the~12 000 enrolled subjects as possible during early infant time periods. This current report focusses on measurement of infant HR, respiration, and BP during a baseline period and in response to a sequence of three 45 o head-up tilts in a subset of unexposed infants. There were many obstacles to conducting a standardised protocol across two continents over a period of nearly a decade. However,~77% (510/666) of the subset of unexposed infants were assessed at either the newborn or one-month time points and some data were obtained in~97% of these infants. The physiological results obtained are in agreement with a number of prior studies and also provide new findings with regard to effects of age and sleep state on newborn and one-month cardiorespiratory physiology.
Many studies have made measurements of infant physiology, and prior to one year of age, most of these were conducted during sleep. Three prior studies report data similar to the current study. One of these assessed newborns and infants at two months of age, although these results were without regard to sleep state (16) . In this study, mean HR and breathing rate at the newborn period were 123 bpm and 46 breaths per minute, respectively, and 133 bpm and 37 breaths per minute at two months. While the newborn data from this prior study are similar to the current results (Table 1) , heart and breathing rates of the one-month-old infants in the current study are considerably higher than the rates recorded at two months in the prior work, suggesting the high rates recorded at one month in the current study may be transient. Another study reported baseline HR and HRV by sleep state for newborn infants from a Northern Plains (South Dakota) American Indian reservation (27) . Values for mean HR in QS and AS in this study (124 and 128 bpm, respectively), SD-RRi (22.4 and 28.4 msec QS and AS, respectively) and rMSSD (10.3 and 9.5 msec QS and AS, respectively) are similar to those in the current report (Table 1) . Values reported here for newborn and one-month HR during sleep and those for breathing rate during QS are within a few beats/minute and breaths/minute of normative values derived from a systematic review of many published studies (28); however, values for breathing rates in AS in the Safe Passage Study are about 10 breaths/minute faster that those found in this review. Perhaps sleep position (prone) and/or time after feed (~30 minutes) in the Safe Passage Study might be related to this discrepancy, but it is not clear why this would be more apparent in AS.
Another report on infant physiology provided normative values for newborn infant HR and RRi variability when recorded over a 24-hour period without regard to sleep state (29) . The 5th and 95th percentiles for HR were 114 bpm and 143 bpm, and for rMSSD, these thresholds were 1.15 and 1.52 (log 10 msec, i.e. 14 and 33 msec), respectively. These HR means are similar to those in the current study (see Table 1 ; 5th and 95th for HR in AS 109 and 149 bpm). However, the 5th and 95th for log 10 rMSSD in AS, À2.32 and À1.55 (5 and 28 msec), respectively, in the current study are lower than in the Mehta et al. report. In addition, the 5th and 95th percentiles for SD of RR intervals in the prior report were 30 and 75 msec, respectively, which are considerably greater than the 11 and 42 msec values reported here. However, the 24-hour recordings of Mehta and colleagues included periods of awake, transitional sleep and crying, all of which would contribute to increased variability in HR. In addition to the most comparable studies above, there are other reports of infant cardiorespiratory physiology, both during sleep and following headup tilts (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . Although none of these has recorded data at exactly the same ages or for all of the same variables as in the Safe Passage Study, the values for comparable measures are quite similar to those reported here. Taken together, the Safe Passage Study norms are well within values established in the literature.
Results from the current analyses demonstrate that fullterm infants not exposed prenatally to alcohol, maternal smoking or drugs of abuse, show significant changes in cardiorespiratory control as infants enter the period of increased risk for SIDS, some of which are sleep state dependent. This is of relevance because SIDS typically occurs in a sleep period. Of particular note are the dramatic 15-20 bpm increases in HR, in both sleep states, from the newborn to one-month assessments. Although we have previously noted these substantial increases in HR as infants enter the period of increased risk for SIDS (16) , what has not been reported is that over this same period BP, particularly diastolic pressure, decreases. Thus, at one month of age, infants may have more difficulty responding to conditions that decrease BP and/or increase HR and cardiac output. This is notable in the light of the proposed circulatory failure mechanism for SIDS (30, 31) . Consistent with a diminished capacity to respond to physiological challenges at this age, the current data replicate previous results from our group showing smaller HR responses to head-up tilt in the one-to two-month-old age range (16) . In QS at one month, the absence of significant increases in HR in response to head-up tilting was paralleled by increases in both time and frequency domain indices of parasympathetic activity (rMSSD, HF-RRi variability). As vagal withdrawal is the expected response to this challenge, which is seen in newborns, this finding suggests that at one month of age babies are responding to the challenge of a decrease in BP with an unusual physiological response mode, that is vagal activation. Future analyses will elucidate effects of prenatal alcohol and smoking on these physiological response biomarkers and their potential association with SIDS with the ultimate goals of helping women, families, physicians and scientists find ways to improve pregnancy outcomes and infant health.
Limitations Although mixed models regression analyses, using a combination of repeated and cross-sectional measures, revealed robust changes in physiological parameters, it was not always possible to obtain repeated physiological measures during the newborn and one-month-old time points and thus, characterise individual differences in developmental patterns. This limitation was especially true for data in QS for which only 13 infants had data in this state at both ages.
To insure a high degree of generalisability of results, the Safe Passage Study was intentionally designed to include a wide range of geographic, ethnic, racial, SES and prenatal exposure backgrounds. This design also dictates that the normative results presented here, including outlier cut-offs, may be broader than those that would be obtained from more narrowly defined cohorts. However, because of this heterogeneity, the ranges reported here are likely to encompass the ranges of more restricted samples. In addition, robust effects of age and state reported here were found even given the heterogeneity of the Safe Passage sample and are thus likely to be representative of more homogeneous cohorts.
The Safe Passage Study employed rigorous and detailed methodologies for documenting exposures. As in virtually all prenatal exposure studies, assessment of exposure relied on maternal self-report. It is worthy of note, however, that, in limited samples, meconium biomarkers of alcohol exposure provided good agreement with the self-report measures (32) . Yet, in the current study, we must assume that there is some degree of exposure under-reporting.
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